Abstract. Let D be a vector bundle-valued di erential operator with positive de nite leading symbol on a compact, Riemannian manifold. Asymptotic expansions of the kernel function and L 2 trace of the heat operator e ?tD , t > 0, naturally lead to sequences of homogeneous local and global scalar invariants a n (x; D), a n (D) R a n (x; D), n 2 N. Within each homogeneity class of local invariants, there is a ltration by degree; the lowest-degree terms in a n (x; D) are linear, those in a n (D) quadratic. Information about such leading terms has been crucial in the work of Osgood, Phillips, and Sarnak, of Brooks, Chang, Perry, and Yang, and of Melrose on compactness problems for isospectral sets of metrics and domains, modulo gauge equivalence, in dimensions two and three. We specialize our earlier general results to give the leading terms in the heat invariants produced by the Laplacians of the de Rham, signature, and spin complexes. A main technical point is a calculation of ber traces of quadratic expressions built from iterated covariant derivatives of the Weitzenb ock operator.
derivatives of R, , and E using only tensor product and contraction; see 9, Sec. 1] and 10, x1] for details. Covariant di erentiation of tensor quantities is e ected using the LeviCivita connection. The factor (4 ) ?m=2 is chosen so that e 0 (x; D) will be the identity endomorphism on V .
As a consequence of (1.1), the ber and L 2 traces of the heat kernel admit asymptotic expansions trace V x H(t; x; x) ( a n (D)t n ; t # 0; where a n (x; D) = trace V x e n (x; D); a n (D) = Z M a n (x; D):
In particular, the a n (D) are spectral invariants of D.
Of course, similar things can be said of a much larger class of elliptic di erential or pseudo-di erential operators, but there is a particularly nice invariant theory for operators of the form B ? E. By 9, Sec. 1], there exist polynomial expressions for the e n (x; D) and a n (x; D) in the ingredients listed above which are independent of all data: M, g, r, E, and in fact of m and . (In the case of e n (x; D), these are noncommutative polynomials.) These expressions are homogeneous: let Q be a section of a vector bundle W which is an invariant monomial expression in g, g ?1 , and covariant derivatives of (R; ; E), of degree (k R ; k ; k E ) in (R; ; E). Suppose that k r explicit covariant derivatives appear in Q. For n 2 N, we say that Q 2 P N (W) if 2(k R + k + k E ) + k r = N: Here, of course, an occurrence of or is counted as an occurrence of R. We then close P N (W) under addition to make it a space of polynomials. The homogeneity properties enjoyed by the heat invariants are e n (x; D) 2 P 2n (End V ); a n (x; D) 2 P 2n ( 0 ); where 0 is the trivial scalar bundle. In general, we shall denote the p-form bundle by p .
There is a ltration of each P N (W) by degree. We say that a polynomial is in P N;ì f it can be written as a sum of monomials with k R + k + k E `, or equivalently, k r N ? 2`. P N;2 (W) consists of quadratic and higher-degree polynomials, P N;3 (W) of cubic and higher, and so on. We have P N = P N;1 P N;2 : : : P N; N=2] ; P N;`= 0;`> N=2]:
An expression which a priori appears only to be in, say, P 6;2 , may actually be in a more elite space like P 6;3 ; for example, r i r j E ij = The main purpose of this paper is to survey the implications of formulas (1.2) and (1.3) in the case of the di erential form Laplacians, including the Laplacians of the signature complex in the even-dimensional, oriented case. We also give the corresponding leading terms for the Laplacians of the spin complex. Leading term analysis di ers from more traditional work on the heat invariants in that it attempts to provide partial information on all of the heat invariants (calculate \some of the terms all of the time") rather than total information on the rst few invariants (\all of the terms some of the time"). At one time, it was hoped that one could \hear" the geometry of a compact, Riemannian manifold (M; g); that is, that the spectrum of the ordinary Laplacian on functions would completely determine the isometry type of (M; g). Numerous counterexamples to this and weaker conjectures are now known. But recently, attention has turned to conjectures asserting that -isospectral sets of metrics, modulo gauge equivalence (di eomorphism) should be small; more precisely, that they should be compact in the C 1 topology. Osgood, Phillips, and Sarnak 14] proved that this is the case in dimension m = 2; their proof uses the leading terms in the heat invariants in a crucial way. The idea is to set up an inductive scheme to get higher and higher Sobolev estimates on the metric. The variation across conformal classes is controlled using the nonlocal functional determinant; this also provides an initial Sobolev estimate. The higher estimates are obtained using the fact that the integrated heat invariants are isospectral invariants. At the n th stage, the leading (quadratic) term in a n ( ) controls the highest-order derivative; the remaining terms involve lower derivatives which have been controlled at a previous stage.
In higher dimensions, the moduli space of conformal structures is not nearly so well understood. However, working in dimension m = 3, Brooks, Chang, Perry, and Yang [4] [5] [6] [7] were able to show that an isospectral family of metrics contained within a conformal class is compact modulo gauge equivalence. Their methods also give a similar two-dimensional result without using the functional determinant. Melrose 13] has extended the OsgoodPhillips-Sarnak methods to boundary value problems. There are, of course, many more natural operators D besides the scalar Laplacian with the right ellipticity properties to produce heat invariants, and to make elementary sense of the isospectrality question. We hope that our calculation of the leading terms for the Laplacians of the classical (real) complexes will eventually be of use in the study of isospectrality questions, and more broadly, in the study of the topology and geometry of moduli spaces of metrics. byT. Note thatT is itself a tensor quantity; speci cally, a C 1 section of p ( p ) , and is independent of any choice of frame.
3. Leading terms in the heat invariants for the Laplacians of the de Rham complex. To calculate the linear terms in e n (x; p ), we just need to calculate B n?1 E p modulo quadratic terms. For n = 1 there is nothing to do but put things in the normal form (2.4):
?E p = i l " l i + R i j k l " l " j k i =~ ?R:
Note that this gives Here L m 2 P m;m=2 ( 0 ) is the Hirzebruch polynomial. This implies that the quadratic, non-divergence terms in a n (x; D m=2 ) will be evenly split between a n (x; ( m=2 ) + ) and a n ( c ?1 n e n (x; P 2 ) = mod P 2n;2 (End ) ( n?1 )I; n 1; c ?1 n 2 ? m=2] a n (x; P 2 ) = mod P 2n;2 ( 0 ) n?1 ; n 1; c ?1 n 2 ? m=2] a n (x; P 2 ) = mod(D 2n +P 2n;3 ( 0 )) 1 2 njr n?2 j 2 ? (2n ? 1)jr n?2 j 2 ; n 3; 180 2 3? m=2] a 2 (x; P 2 ) = 12 + 5 2 ? 8j j 2 ? 7jRj 2 :
When m is even, the local form of the index theorem for the spin complex 10, Theorem 3.4.4] says that a n (x; P ? P + ) ? a n (x; P + P ? ) The leading terms in a n (x; P P ) are half those given in Proposition 5.1 unless m = 4 and n = 2. In this case, 1440a 2 (x; P P ) = 24 + 10 2 ? 16j j 2 ? 14jRj 2 
